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In order to obtain the design method of hybrid fiber reinforced concrete with better mechanical properties, the hybrid effect of
fiber and the optimal fiber dosage are studied. In this paper, basalt fiber (B fiber) and polyacrylonitrile fiber (P fiber) were adopted.
'e mechanical properties such as compressive strength, splitting tensile strength, and bending toughness of concrete specimens
with different fiber volumes were tested. 'e compressive strength, compressive modulus of elasticity, tensile strength, flexural
capacity, and bending stress-strain curves of concrete with different fiber volumes were obtained, and the coefficient of hybrid
effect and the ratio of toughness were calculated accordingly. 'e results show that the addition of fiber has little effect on the
compressive modulus of elasticity of concrete, and the tensile strength, flexural strength, and toughness ratio are significantly
increased, but the compressive strength is slightly decreased. 'e mechanical properties of hybrid fiber reinforced concrete, such
as compressive strength, tensile strength, flexural strength, and toughness ratio, are better than those of single fiber reinforced
concrete. 'e analysis of the fiber hybrid effect coefficient shows that there is a good hybrid effect between the two types of fibers.
When the volume contents of B fiber and P fiber are, respectively, 0.15% and 0.11%, the comprehensive mechanical property of
fiber reinforced concrete is the best. Meanwhile, the mechanical properties of the early-age concrete (3 d and 7 d) with this
admixture are better than those of the plain concrete.

1. Introduction

After nearly 200 years of development since its inception,
concrete has become one of the most important building
materials in modern times, but its biggest disadvantage is
brittle failure under load and durability problems [1]. In-
corporating fibers is an effective way to improve the tensile
and flexural properties of the concrete matrix [2–5]. Because
the mechanical properties of fiber concrete are largely de-
termined by the fiber properties [6–9] and the properties of
each fiber have certain limitations, the reinforcement of a
certain fiber alone is limited to the concrete matrix [10–13].
If fibers of different properties are added hybrid, fibers can
complement each other through performance advantages to
make the matrix have better performance at different levels
and loading stages [14–17]. Huang et al. [18] mixed steel
fiber (SF) and polypropylene fiber (PF) and conducted
mechanical tests such as concrete bending resistance. 'e

results showed that the two kinds of fiber have a goodmixing
effect. 'e mechanical properties of compression and flex-
ural strength are better than those of plain concrete and
fiber-only concrete, and the flexural strength of concrete
increases the most when the volumetric contents of steel
fiber and polypropylene fiber are 0.7% and 0.3%, respec-
tively. Pan [19] studied the influence of basalt fiber (BF) on
the mechanical properties of the matrix, and the results
showed that the incorporation of basalt fiber can effectively
improve the compressive and flexural strength of concrete,
with maximum increases of 20% and 22%, respectively. He
et al. [20] studied the mechanical properties of basalt-
polypropylene hybrid fiber concrete, and the results showed
that the split tensile and flexural strength of hybrid fiber
concrete was significantly higher than that of plain concrete
and single-mixed fiber concrete. In the existing studies
[16–22], most of the fiber hybrid methods use steel fiber,
polypropylene fiber, or basalt fiber for hybridization, but
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there are few reports on the hybridization of basalt fiber and
polyacrylonitrile fiber. Studies have shown that the incor-
poration of fibers can also increase the early-age strength of
concrete [23–25]. In this research, basalt fiber (B fiber) and
polyacrylonitrile fiber (P fiber) are mixed to make fiber
concrete, and the hybrid fiber concrete compressive, tensile,
compressive elastic modulus, and flexural toughness tests are
carried out, and the plain concrete and single fiber tests are
carried out. 'e results are compared. In the bending
toughness test, the stress-strain curve of the tension zone at
the bottom of the test block will be obtained, and the
toughness ratio of each test block will be obtained through
integration. Subsequently, the best combination of the two
fiber reinforced concrete matrixes was obtained by com-
prehensively combining the results of various mechanical
performance tests. 'is paper will also study the mechanical
properties of the concrete and plain concrete at the early ages
(3 d and 7 d) of the cube compression and splitting tensile
and flexural capacity under the optimal fiber blending ratio
to verify the hybrid fiber early-age mechanical properties of
concrete.

2. Experimental Program

2.1. Fiber Properties and Fiber Volume Content. Basalt fiber
(B fiber) and polyacrylonitrile fiber (P fiber) produced by
Wuhan Zhongding Economic Development Co., Ltd. were
chosen. 'e specific material properties of the fiber are
shown in Table 1, where ρ is the fiber density; σb is the tensile
strength; E is the elastic modulus; l is the fiber length; d is the
fiber diameter; δ is the fiber elongation at break. 'e fiber
volume content is shown in Table 2.

2.2. ConcreteMix Ratio and Specimen Size. P.0 52.5 ordinary
Portland cement produced by Shimen Conch Cement Co.,
Ltd. is used; coarse aggregate is continuous graded crushed
stone (particle size 5∼31.5mm); fine aggregate is yellow sand
with low mud content and good gradation; the super-
plasticizer produced by Hengyang Bangaoweiye Environ-
mental Protection Building Material Technology Co., Ltd.
has a water reduction rate of 31.2%; laboratory water. 'e
fiber is measured by volume fraction, the amount of other
materials is calculated by mass, and the accuracy of weighing
meets the specification requirements. 'e concrete strength
grade is C55. 'e specific configuration is shown in Table 3.

'e test blocks were made in accordance with the “Test
Regulations for Hydraulic Concrete” SL 352-2006 and
“Standard for Test Methods of Fiber Concrete” CECS: 2009.
'e size of the cube compressive and split tensile test block is
150mm× 150mm× 150mm, the axial compressive and
compressive elastic modulus test block size is
150mm× 150mm× 300mm, the size of the test block for
the bending toughness test is 150 mm× 150 mm× 550 mm,
and 3 pieces are poured in each group.

2.3. Test Methods. 'e test methods are those of compres-
sive, tensile, compressive modulus of elasticity, and flexural
toughness of the cube in “Testing Regulations for Hydraulic

Concrete” SL 352-2006 and “Standard for Test Methods of
Fiber Concrete” CECS: 2009. 2 000 kN YES-2000B servo
testing machine is selected for cube compression, com-
pression elastic modulus, and split tensile and axial com-
pression tests, and the loading rate is controlled at 6-7 kN/s.

'e bending toughness test adopts three-point loading, and,
at the same time, three resistance strain gauges with a length of
50mm are sequentially pasted on the bottom surface of the test
block in themid-span transverse direction, as shown in Figure 1.
'e BX120-50AA series high-precision resistance strain gauge
produced by Suzhou Tangdi Technology Co., Ltd. is used, and
the load cell is the DYX-306 series cantilever sensor produced by
Ningbo Zhongpeng Electric Co., Ltd. 'e strain value is read
every 60 s, and the arithmetic mean value is taken as the tensile
strain value in the middle of the test block, and the corre-
sponding bending load is recorded.'e test load is controlled by
a constant rate, and the load rate is 0.2mm/min until the test is
terminated when the block is broken.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Compressive Performance. Figures 2 and 3 compare the
results of the cubic compression and axial compression tests
of plain concrete (PC) and fiber concrete test blocks.

Table 1: Material properties of fibers.

Fiber characteristics BF PF
ρ (kg·m−3) 2 650 1 180
σb (MPa) 4 550 979
E (GPa) 99 17.6
l (mm) 12 12
d (μm) 15 13
δ (%) 3.1 21

Table 2: Volume rate of fibers (%).

Concrete type Symbol BF PF
Plain concrete A-1 — —

Single fiber concrete

A-2 0.1 —
A-3 0.15 —
A-4 0.2 —
P-1 — 0.07
P-2 — 0.09
P-3 — 0.11

B-P hybrid fiber dimensional concrete

H-1 0.1 0.07
H-2 0.1 0.09
H-3 0.1 0.11
H-4 0.15 0.07
H-5 0.15 0.09
H-6 0.15 0.11
H-7 0.2 0.07
H-8 0.2 0.09
H-9 0.2 0.11

Table 3: Mix design of concrete (kg·m−3).

Cement Sand Gravel Water Water reducing agent
494 649 1 204 153 9.39
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Figure 1: Flexural toughness test setup. (a) Side view. (b) Bottom of the test piece.
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Figure 2: Cube compressive strength effect of concrete with dif-
ferent fiber volume rate.
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Figure 3: Axial compressive strength effect of concrete with dif-
ferent fiber volume rate.
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Regarding the cubic compressive strength, (1) in the general
trend, single blending or blending of fibers reduces the cubic
compressive strength of the matrix by 0.6% to 17%. Only
when the volumetric content of BF is 0.15% and its vicinity is
±0.05% and the volumetric content of PF is 0.09% and its
vicinity is ±0.02% is the compressive strength slightly higher
than that of plain concrete (PC) (1.5%∼1.6%).'e reason for
the analysis is that, in the initial stage of concrete mixing and
hardening, the fiber sinks due to its own gravity, resulting in
uneven fiber distribution in the matrix, and, at the same
time, the phenomenon of fiber sinking and agglomeration,
resulting in a cavity in the matrix and a weak section. To a
certain extent, it affects the compactness of thematrix, which
in turn leads to a decrease in the compressive performance of
the concrete matrix. (2) For the compressive performance of
basalt fiber concrete (BFRC), with the increase of fiber
volume, it shows a trend of first decreasing and then in-
creasing; for the compressive performance of polyacrylo-
nitrile fiber concrete (PFRC) and hybrid fiber concrete
(HFRC), with the increase of the fiber volume content, there
is a trend of first decreasing and then increasing and de-
creasing; the reason for the analysis is that when the fiber
content is small, the number of effective “carrying networks”
formed by the fibers in the matrix is also less. Insufficient
quantities cannot overlap each other, which affects the
compactness of the concrete matrix and reduces the com-
pressive strength; when the volume of fibers gradually in-
creases to a certain number, and as the “bearing network”
increases and overlaps between each other to form a
“transmission,” “Strength bridge” can inhibit the generation
and development of internal cracks in the matrix. When the
cracks have appeared, the fibers can pull on the matrix
around the cracks, thereby increasing the compressive
strength; but when the fiber volume is mixed, when it is too
large, the number of fibers in the matrix will be too much,
and mutual interference will be formed between the fibers,
which will affect the compactness and cohesiveness of the
matrix, resulting in a decrease in the compressive strength of
the concrete. (3) When the volume content of PF is in the
range of 0.07%∼0.09% and the volume content of SF is in the
range of 0.1%∼0.2%, the compressive strength of the PFRC
test block is better than that of BFRC. (4) 'e ‘negative
effect” of the hybrid fiber on the compressive strength of the
matrix is lower than that of the single-blended fiber. 'e
reason is that the BF and PF have their own advantages.
When they are mixed, the two types of fiber can “achieve
strengths and avoid weaknesses” in the matrix and played a
very good synergy. In summary, the H-5, H-6, and H-8 test
blocks have relatively better compressive performance, (5)
From Figure 2, it can be seen that the changing trend of the
axial compressive strength of each fiber concrete and the
cube resistance the changing trend of compression results
are similar. (6) Integrating the results of the cube and axial
compression tests, the optimal blending amounts of fiber in
this test are VB � 0.15% and Vp � 0.09% (H-5 test block).

'e following can be seen from Figure 4. (1) 'e PC
concrete test block almost immediately loses its ability to
resist deformation after reaching the peak of the cubic
compressive stress, showing obvious brittle failure;

meanwhile, for the fiber-doped concrete test block under the
cubic compressive load, the stress-strain curve can be
roughly divided into two stages, namely, the elastic stage and
the plastic failure stage. After the load reaches the peak value,
it can maintain a certain resistance to deformation. (2) It can
be seen from Figure 4(a) that the stress-strain curve of the
BFRC test block with different fiber volume content has a
higher slope than the PC test block during the load rise stage,
indicating that as the load increases, the BF blending in-
creases the ability of concrete to resist deformation which is
increased to a certain extent, and the ability to resist de-
formation is the largest when the volume of BFRC single
fiber is 0.15%. (3) Figure 4(b) shows the stress-strain curve of
the test block under different PFRC fiber volume content.
When the PF volume content is 0.07%∼0.09%, the strain rate
(slope) of the PFRC test block is greater than that of PC,
which indicates that when the load is rising, PF fiber also
improves the ability of the matrix to resist deformation;
when the PF content reaches 0.11%, the slope of the stress-
strain curve of the PFRC test block is smaller than that of the
PC, and the “negative effect” described above appears. (4) It
can be seen from Figures 4(c) and 4(d) that the volumetric
content of BFRP is 0.10%∼0.15%, and when the content of
PFRC is arbitrary, the slope of the stress-strain curve of the
hybrid fiber concrete test block is uniform. Greater than PC,
at this time, the two fiber hybrid effects show a synergistic
effect and play a role in delaying deformation. When the
BFRC volume content reaches 0.20%, only the slope of the
H-8 test block is greater than that of the PC, indicating that,
due to the excessive number of fibers, the fibers interfere
with each other, which has a “negative effect” on the matrix.
(5) Figure 2 and Table 4 show the results: when the fiber
volume content of the BFRC test block is 0–0.2%, the
compressive peak value shows a trend of first increasing and
then decreasing; when the fiber volume content of the PFRC
test block is 0, when ∼0.11 changes, its compressive peak
value also shows a trend of first increasing and then de-
creasing; for HFRC test block, when the volume of BF re-
mains unchanged, its compressive peak value is large as the
volume of PF increases, and it shows a trend of first in-
creasing and then decreasing. When the volumetric content
of PF remains unchanged, its compressive peak value
generally shows a trend of first increasing and then de-
creasing with the increase of the volumetric content of BF.

3.2. Test Block Failure Form. In the cubic compression test,
the PC, BFRC and HFRC blocks decrease immediately when
the load reaches the maximum value. 'e surface of the PC
test block fell off and was seriously damaged and finally
showed an “I” shape or a cone shape; see Figure 5(a). 'e
surface shedding phenomenon of BFRC test block is ob-
viously better than that of PC, as shown in Figure 5(b); in the
compression test of HFRC test block, when the load reaches
the maximum value, it will not decrease immediately but will
have a certain hysteresis, and most of the surface of the test
block will not fall off by itself when it is broken, and it can
maintain the original shape as a whole, as shown in
Figure 5(c). From the damage morphology, it can be verified
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that the fibers mentioned above can have a pulling effect on
the matrix around the crack and can also have a certain
inhibitory effect on the development of the crack. For the
concrete test block, the failure mode in the axial com-
pression test is basically the same as the cube compression
test.

3.3.TensilePerformance. Figure 6 shows the comparison of
split tensile test results between the PC test block and
fiber concrete test block. 'e results show the following:
(1) 'e incorporation of fibers can significantly improve
the tensile properties of the concrete matrix. In the case of
fiber mixing, except for the H-1 and H-4 test blocks,
which are slightly lower than PC, all the test blocks have a
greater improvement. 'e maximum increase can reach

18.6%. (2) For the single-mixed fiber concrete, except for
the BFRC test block with a volume of 0.1% BF, which is
5.5% lower than that of PC, the tensile properties of all the
other single-mixed fiber test blocks are better than those
of PC. 'e range is 1.5%∼17.5%. At the same time, for
BFRC test block and PFRC test block, the tensile strength
increases with the increase of fiber volume. (3) When the
volume of BF is in the range of 0% to 0.15%, the volume of
PF is 0.09% and 0.11. % tensile strength is obviously better
than 0% and 0.07% series; this is because when the total
fiber content is not large, the small and low elastic
modulus of PF which is more uniformly dispersed into
the matrix during the mixing process to improve the fiber
distribution inside the matrix is greatly reduced so that
the probability of larger fiber spacing and early cracks in
the matrix is greatly reduced. However, when the volume
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Figure 4: Comparison of cubic compressive stress-strain curves with different fiber content (before the peak). (a) PC and BFRC, (b) PC and
PFRC, (c) PC and H-1∼H-4, (d) PC and H-5∼H-9.
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of BF content reaches 0.2%, the tensile strength of the
0.11% series of PF content drops sharply, indicating that
the “negative effect” mentioned above will be highlighted
when the total amount of fiber is too large. (4) For PF, the
tensile strength of the test blocks with the volume

contents of 0% and 0.07% showed a trend of first de-
creasing and then increasing with the increase of the BF
content, while the test blocks with the volume contents of
0.09% and 0.11% reduced first and then increased. 'is is
because the synergistic effect of various fibers at different

Table 4: Calculation results of fiber mixed effect coefficient.

Symbol
Cube compressive Splitting tensile Flexural capacity

fcc (MPa) fct (MPa) α fcc (MPa) fct (MPa) α fcc (MPa) fct (MPa) α

H-1 61.01 57.39 0.37 4.6 4.42 0.29 5.62 6.06 0.3562.36 4.73 5.37

H-2 65.29 57.39 0.48 5.14 4.42 0.49 6.7 6.06 0.5563.40 4.93 5.73

H-3 64.96 57.39 0.45 5.6 4.42 0.58 6.58 6.06 0.5265.22 5.51 6.01

H-4 66.11 60.21 0.52 4.6 4.7 0.28 5.95 6.6 0.3862.36 4.73 5.37

H-5 70.24 60.21 0.57 5.03 4.7 0.51 6.23 6.6 0.4463.4 4.93 5.73

H-6 68.7 60.21 0.54 5.79 4.7 0.63 6.85 6.6 0.5865.22 5.51 6.01

H-7 60.97 58.54 0.36 4.7 5.15 0.32 5.73 6.55 0.3362.36 4.73 5.37

H-8 70.13 58.54 0.57 5.01 5.15 0.48 5.83 6.55 0.3563.4 4.93 5.73

H-9 64.97 58.54 0.45 4.37 5.15 0.23 5.98 6.55 0.3865.22 5.51 6.01

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5: Block destroyed mode of cubic compression. (a) PC, (b) BFRC, and (c) HFRC.
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stages and different structural levels of the test block will
change with the change of fiber volume. 'at is, when the
fiber content is small, the number of fibers in the matrix
forming an effective “bearing network” is small and they
cannot overlap each other, which affects the compactness
of the concrete matrix and causes the splitting tensile
strength to decrease; when the fiber volume gradually
increases to a certain amount, as the “bearing network”
increases and the fibers overlap each other to form a
“force transmission bridge,” it can inhibit the generation
and development of internal cracks in the matrix and can
also pull the matrix around the cracks. To increase the
splitting tensile strength, at the same time, too much fiber
will cause the performance of the matrix to decrease. (5)
For splitting, the results of the crack tensile test showed
that the tensile strength of H-6 specimens was the highest
when the BF content was 0.15% and the PF content was
0.11%, which was 18.6% higher than that of PC.

3.4. Compressive Modulus of Elasticity. 'e comparison
between the compressive elastic modulus test results of each
fiber concrete test block and PC is shown in Figure 7. It can
be seen that the compressive elastic modulus of each fiber
concrete test block has a small change range compared with
PC, and the maximum fluctuation range is only 4.1%. Be-
cause its test value largely depends on the axial compressive
strength value, the overall change trend is also similar to the
axial compressive strength. According to the principle of
superposition in material mechanics, the elastic modulus of
the composite can be considered as the sum of the product of
the matrix and fiber’s respective elastic modulus and the
volume rate (1). 'erefore, when the absolute value of the
fiber content is low and considering the “negative effect” of
fiber concrete, the change of its elastic modulus is very
limited.

E � Eft + EBVB + EPVP. (1)

In the above formula, E is the elastic modulus of fiber
concrete; Eft, EB, and EP are the elastic moduli of plain
concrete, BF, and PF, respectively; VB and VP are the volume
contents of BF and PF, respectively.

3.5. Calculation of Flexural Toughness Ratio. 'e bending
stress can be calculated according to formula (2). 'e
toughening effect of fiber on concrete or the deformability of
fiber concrete is usually expressed by the toughness R. 'e
toughness of each test block in this paper is calculated by the
bending load stress-strain curve. 'e stress-strain curve of
each concrete test block is shown in Figure 6.

σf �
Pl

bh
2, (2)

where P is the bending load, N; l is the span, l � 3 h, mm; b
and h are the width and height, respectively, of the test block
section, mm.

In the test, it was found that, with the increase of the
load, the cracks on the bottom surface of the trabecular
continued to increase. When the cracks developed to a
certain width, the midspan tensile strain changed signifi-
cantly and even became negative. At this time, the resistance
strain gauges have been broken. Furthermore, after the PC
reaches the peak of the bending load, it quickly breaks and
loses its continued load-bearing capacity. 'erefore, this
paper only plots the stress-strain curve before the test beam
reaches the peak of the bending load.

'e area enclosed by the stress-strain curve of each test
block is calculated by integrating the stress-strain curve of
each test block, and this area is the corresponding bending
toughness of the test block [26]. In this paper, the area
enclosed by the PC block curve is taken as the unit area, and
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Figure 6: Splitting tensile strength effect of concrete with different
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Table 5: Calculation results of the ratio of toughness.

Symbol σf (MPa) D (mm) Rx

A-1 5.08 5.3 1
A-2 5.17 8.9 1.8
A-3 5.73 9.5 2.5
A-4 6.01 9.2 2.4
P-1 6.16 10.5 2.0
P-2 6.6 13.6 2.7
P-3 6.55 11.9 2.7
H-1 5.82 12.2 3.5
H-2 6.7 14.8 3.7
H-3 6.58 13.1 3.5
H-4 5.95 9.9 3.1
H-5 6.23 10.8 3.6
H-6 6.85 15.3 4.4
H-7 5.73 12.9 2.9
H-8 5.83 10.9 3.2
H-9 5.98 8.3 3.6
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Figure 8: Comparison of stress-strain curves of concrete with different volume rates of fibers (before the peak value of flexural capacity).
(a) PC and BFRC, (b) PC and PFRC, (c) PC and H-1∼H-4, (d) PC and H-5∼H-9.
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the ratio of the toughness of each fiber concrete block to PC
is the toughness ratio Rx. Table 5 shows the peak flexural
stress σf (accurate to 0.01MPa), the flexural elastic modulus
Ef (accurate to 1MPa), the maximum crack width D in the
middle of the span, and the toughness ratio Rx (accurate to
0.01MPa).

'e following can be seen from Figure 8 and Table 5.
(1) 'e PC test block quickly broke after reaching the
peak of the bending stress and lost its deformability,
showing obvious brittle failure, while the fiber concrete
test block remained deformed after the peak. 'e
toughness ratio increases with the increase of BF and
shows a decreasing trend. (2) Figure 8(a) shows that the
stress-strain curve of the BFRC test block with different
fiber volume content has a larger slope before it intersects
with the PC, indicating that BF has a role in delaying the
deformation as the load increases in the first half of the
deformation. 'e toughness of the matrix is increased to a
certain extent. (3) When the volume of PF is between
0.07% and 0.09%, the strain rate or slope of the PFRC test
block is less than that of PC, and PF also plays a role in
delaying deformation. When the PF volume content
increases to 0.11%, the “negative effect” mentioned above
occurs, and the strain rate of the PFRC test block is larger.
(4) 'e calculation result of the bending resistance peak
value shows that when the fiber volume content in the
BFRC test block is in the range of 0∼0.2%, the peak value
of bending resistance increases with the increase of fiber;
when the volume of fiber in the PFRC test block is in the
range of 0∼0.11%, the peak value of bending resistance
first increases and then decreases; for the HFRC test
block, when the volumetric content of BF remains un-
changed, its peak bending resistance shows an increasing
trend with the volumetric content of PF. When the
volumetric content of PF remains unchanged, its peak
bending resistance increases with the increase of BF. 'e
trend is first roughly increasing and then decreasing. (5)
'e calculation results of the toughness ratio show that,
for the single fiber concrete test block, within the fiber
volume content range in this paper, the toughness ratio
basically increases with the increase of the fiber volume
content. For the HFRC test block, when the BF content
remains the same, the toughness ratio basically increases
with the increase of PF; when the PF content remains the
same, plastic failure is obviously shown. It shows that,
within the range of fiber content specified in this study,
PF has a better toughening effect on the matrix than BF.
(6) When the fiber content is large, it will also have a
“negative effect” on the toughness ratio of the HFRC test
block, such as H-7 and H-9 test blocks, which have the
best toughness ratio compared to H-6. 'e test block

decreased by 34% and then 18%, but the toughness ratio
of the HFRC test block was better than that of the single-
doped fiber test block.

3.6. Early-Age Concrete Mechanical Properties. 'rough the
test results and calculations, it can be obtained that the
relative best combination of hybrid fiber blending amounts
in this test is VB � 0.15% and VP � 0.11% (H-6 test block).
Table 6 shows the test results of the cubic compressive
strength fcc, splitting tensile strength fts, and flexural bearing
capacity σf of the early age (3 d and 7 d) of the PC test block.

'e results show that fiber can also significantly enhance
the mechanical properties of early-age concrete. Among them,
the compressive strength, splitting tensile strength, and flexural
bearing capacity of the H-6 test block at 3 d age reached 88.1%,
82.0%, and 77.5% of its 28 d strength, respectively. 'e PC
increased by 7.3%, 20.6%, and 18.8%; the 3 intensity values of
theH-6 test block at 7 d age reached 91.7%, 90.5%, and 87.2% of
its own 28d intensity, which was higher than that of PC at 7 d
age, increasing by 3.3%, 18.8%, and 22.1%.

4. Calculation of Fiber Confounding
Effect Coefficient

'e hybrid effect between basalt fiber and polyacrylonitrile
fiber is evaluated from the theoretical point of view of the
fiber hybrid effect coefficient. 'e calculation of the fiber
confounding effect coefficient also considers the role of every
single-blended fiber, and the fiber confounding effect co-
efficient is calculated based on literature [23–25]; see the
following equation:

α �
S − β
β

,

β �  Siφi,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(3)

where α is the fiber mixing effect coefficient; S is the me-
chanical performance test result of the HFRC test block; Si is
the mechanical performance result of the single i-doped fiber
test block; φi is the volume fraction of the single i-doped fiber.

Formula (3) is the fiber mixing coefficient calculated for
single fiber mixed, so the test results of PC block are ignored
here. When α >0.5, it will produce a positive effect relative to
single fiber concrete, and when α <0.5, it will produce a
negative effect. At the same time, combined with the analysis
of the above test data, this section specifically calculates the
fiber confounding coefficient of the HFRC test block cube
compression and splitting tensile and bending resistance.
'e results are shown in Table 4; fcc is the strength of the
HFRC test block, and Fct is the strength of the single fiber
concrete test block corresponding to the same volume. It can
be seen that the result of the fiber confounding effect co-
efficient is basically consistent with the comparison of the
above test results. When α <0.5, the mechanical properties of
HFRC test block are slightly weaker than those of single fiber
concrete with equal volume rate, indicating that the fiber
mixing effect is negative under the combination of the two

Table 6: Mechanical properties of H-6 specimen and unreinforced
concrete at an early age.

Symbol
fcc (MPa) fts (MPa) σf (MPa)

3 d 7 d 28 d 3 d 7 d 28 d 3 d 7 d 28 d
A-1 56.39 60.96 69.11 3.94 4.41 4.88 4.47 4.89 5.08
H-6 60.52 63.00 68.70 4.75 5.24 5.79 5.31 5.97 6.85
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kinds of fibers at this time. When α >0.5, the performance of
the HFRC test block is better than that of single fiber
concrete; at this time, the fiber mixing effect under the
combination of dosage is positive.

5. Conclusion

(1) 'e incorporation of fibers can significantly im-
prove the mechanical properties of the concrete
matrix such as splitting tensile and bending
toughness, but, at the same time, it also reduces the
compressive strength of the concrete matrix to a
certain extent. When single doped basalt fiber,
single doped polyacrylonitrile fiber, and fiber are
mixed, the splitting tensile performance of con-
crete is up to 5.5%, 12.9%, and 18.6% higher than
that of PC, respectively; the flexural peak value is
up to 18.3%, 29.9%, and 34.8% higher than that of
PC. 'e maximum toughness ratio is 2.5, 2.7, and
4.4, respectively; the compressive strength of the
cube is increased by −12.9%, −5.6%, and 1.6%,
respectively, compared with PC; the compressive
strength of the axial center is increased by −3.9%,
2.8, and 1.3% compared with that of PC.

(2) 'e incorporation of fiber has little effect on the
compressive elastic modulus of the concrete matrix.
In the case of single and mixed fiber, the influence of
the fiber on the compressive elastic modulus of the
concrete matrix is between −4.1% and 1.3%. At the
same time, fiber can also enhance the mechanical
properties of early-age concrete such as compres-
sion, tension, and bending.

(3) 'rough the analysis results of the test data and the
calculation results of the fiber mixing effect coeffi-
cient, within the fiber volume content range specified
in this article, a good mixing effect is shown between
basalt fiber and polyacrylonitrile fiber. Based on all
the experimental data and calculation results, the
optimal blending amounts of basalt and polyacry-
lonitrile fiber obtained in this paper are VB � 0.15%
and VP � 0.11%.
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